Test Rig Sales

Kiwa Gastec sells and leases laboratory test equipment of its own design, built by its own engineers in The Netherlands
and the UK.
Thanks to the high build-quality of our equipment, it has been very well received in the market place against some very
stiff competition.
Clients include the European Commission (PHARE fund), many of the major boiler manufacturing groups in Europe, and
potential National laboratories in several pre-accession countries.
Our rigs are used by manufacturers of gas, oil and solid fuel boilers, heat pumps, and electrically heated hot water cylinders.
Automated rig EN 50440
Boiler efficiency rigs
Various flue sets
Gas meters
DIN+ rigs (for testing particulates from solid fuel stoves and woodburners, required by the ErP Directive).

Audit Test Rigs
When products reach the end of the production process, they may have been tested many times along the way. However, for certain
products to meet the requirements of British, European and other Standards, as well as Manufacturers' own exacting standards,
many elect for product audit at a predetermined rate.
Of course this can be a time consuming and laborious task. We have designed a superb audit testing rig to streamline this process.
It can be tailored to any manufacturer's precise requirements with outputs bearing all of that manufacturer's pre-shipment data
[unique serial number/bar code etc]. Files are downloadable in computer friendly formats to provide total traceability.
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Efficiency Test Rigs
Pretty much anything you need we can build. There are not many laboratory testing situations that we cannot help with. We've a good
reputation for putting together time-saving equipment for almost all combustion-related scenarios.
We've built flame tubes for a company in China, cooling sets for boiler manufacturers to help them keep a constant return
temperature, meter stations for use in conjunction with our meters, a wide variety of test rigs for safety testing, in-line test stations,
end-of-line audit rigs and lately solid fuel appliance test rigs.
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